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Abstract

This paper attempts to give a recipe for selecting one
of the popular image compression algorithms based on
�a� Wavelet� �b� JPEG�DCT� �c� VQ� and �d� Fractal
approaches� We review and discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of these algorithms for compressing gray�
scale images� give an experimental comparison on four
������� commonly used images� Jet� Lenna� Mandrill�
Peppers� and one 	

�	

 �ngerprint image� Our ex�
periments show that all of the four approaches perform
satisfactorily when the 
�� bits per pixel �bpp� is de�
sired� However� for a low bit rate compression like 
���
bpp or lower� the embedded zerotree wavelet �EZW� ap�
proach and DCT�based JPEG approach are more prac�
tical�

� Introduction

As media communication grows and video on de�
mand is desired� image data compression has received
an increasing interest� The purpose of image compres�
sion is to achieve a very low bit rate representation�
for example� MPEG�� ���� aims at ��K bits per second
while preserving a high visual quality of decompressed
images� The fundamental techniques of video compres�
sion are based on the schemes of still gray level image
compression�
This paper reviews and lists the characteristics of

four popular image compression algorithms based on
	a
 Wavelet� 	b
 JPEG�DCT� 	c
 VQ� and 	d
 Fractal
methods� gives experimental comparisons of these algo�
rithms on several real images� The purpose is to give a
recipe for selecting an appropriate image compression
algorithm for the problems in hand� The PSNR 	peak
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singal�to�noise ratio
 value used to measure the di�er�

ence between a decoded image f and its original image
f is de�ned as follows� In general� the larger PSNR
value� the better decoded image quality�
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� Review of Compression Algo�

rithms

The goal of image compression is to save storage
space and to reduce transmission time for image data�
It aims at achieving a high compression ratio 	CR

while preserving good �delity of decoded images� The
techniques used to compress�decompress a single gray
level image are expected to be easily modi�ed to en�
code�decode color images and image sequences� Recent
compression methods can be brie�y classi�ed into four
categories� 	a
 Wavelet� 	b
 JPEG�DCT� 	c
 VQ� and
	d
 Fractal methods� which are brie�y reviewed below�

��� Wavelet Compression

Image compression based on wavelet transforms has
recently received an increasing interest ��� ��� ��� ����
The current state�of�the�art wavelet approach applies
a wavelet transform on images in a pyramid fashion
up to the desired scale using the theory of multireso�
lution signal decomposition with the wavelet represen�
tation ��� ��� and the concept of embedded zerotree
wavelet 	EZW
 based on the decaying spectrum hy�
pothesis ����� In a pyramidal structure after a certain
scale of wavelet transforms on an image� an algorithm
���� successively determines if a coe�cient is signi�cant
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in the spatial�frequency domain to form a signi�cance
map consisting of the sign 	� or �
 of a signi�cant coef�
�cient� an insigni�cant symbol� and a zerotree symbol�
It assumes that wavelet coe�cients of an image in the
�ner resolutions corresponding to a zerotree mark have
smaller magnitudes than the one marked as zerotree
in a coarser resolution for this image according to a
practical� but false decaying spectrum hypothesis� An
algorithm has been widely tested and shown to be very
e�ective ���� ����

��� JPEG Compression

The JPEG�DCT still image compression has be�
come a standard recently ���� ���� To exploit this
method� an image is �rst partitioned into nonover�
lapped ��� blocks� A discrete Cosine transform 	DCT

��� ��� is applied to each block to convert the gray lev�
els of pixels in the spatial domain into coe�cients in
the frequency domain� The coe�cients are normalized
by di�erent scales according to the quantization table
provided by the JPEG standard conducted by some
psychovisual evidence� The quantized coe�cients are
rearranged in a zigzag scan order to be further com�
pressed by an e�cient lossless coding strategy such as
runlength coding� arithmetic coding� or Hu�man cod�
ing ����� The decoding is simply the inverse process of
encoding� So� the JPEG compression takes about the
same time for both encoding and decoding� The encod�
ing�decoding algorithms provided by an independent
JPEG group ���� are available for testing real�world
images�
The information loss occurs only in the process of

coe�cient quantization� The JPEG standard de�nes
a standard ��� quantization table ���� for all images
which may not be appropriate� To achieve a better
decoding quality of various images with the same com�
pression by using the DCT approach� an adaptive quan�
tization table may be used instead of using the standard
quantization table�

��� VQ Compression

The fundamental idea of VQ for image compres�
sion is to establish a codebook consisting of codevec�
tors such that each codevector can represent a group
of image blocks of size m � m� 	m�� is always used
�
An image or a set of images is �rst partitioned into
m � m nonoverlapping blocks which are represented
as m��tuple vectors� called training vectors� The size
of training vectors can be very large� For example�
a ���� ��� image contributes ������ training vectors�
The goal of codebook design is to establish a few repre�
sentative vectors� called codevectors of size ��� or ����

from a set of training vectors� The encoding procedure
is to look for a closest codevector in the codebook for
each nonoverlapped �� � block of an image to be en�
coded� The most important work is to design a versatile
codebook� Nasrabadi and King ���� give a good review
of VQ� Chen�s comparison ��� indicates that a codebook
developed based on LBG ���� algorithm generally has
higher PSNR values over some other schemes despite
its slow o��line training� In this paper� we adopt LBG
���� algorithm for training a codebook of size �������
to meet a desired ��� bpp compression ratio�

��� Fractal Compression

Fractal image coding was introduced in the late
����s and early ����s ���� ���� It is used for en�
coding�decoding images in Encarta�Encyclopedia ����
Fractal coding is based on the Collage theorem and
the �xed point theorem ��� for a local iterated function
system consisting of a set of contraction a�ne trans�
formations ��� ��� A fractal compression algorithm �rst
partitions an image into nonoverlapping ��� blocks�
called range blocks and forms a domain pool contain�
ing all of possibly overlapped ����� blocks� associated
with � isometries from re�ections and rotations� called
domain blocks ��� ���� For each range block� it exhaus�
tively searches� in a domain pool� for a best matched
domain block with the minimum square error after a
contractive a�ne transform is applied to the domain
block� A fractal compressed code for a range block
consists of quantized contractivity coe�cients in the
a�ne transform� an o�set which is the mean of pixel
gray levels in the range block� the position of the best
matched domain block and its type of isometry� The
decoding is to �nd the �xed point� the decoded im�
age� by starting with any initial image� The procedure
applies a compressed local a�ne transform on the do�
main block corresponding to the position of a range
block until all of the decoded range blocks are obtained�
The procedure is repeated iteratively until it converges
	usually in no more than � iterations
� Two serious
problems that occur in fractal encoding are the com�
putational demands and the existence problem of best
range�domain matches ���� The most attractive prop�
erty is the resolution�independent decoding property�
One can enlarge an image by decoding an encoded im�
age of smaller size so that the compression ratio may
increase exponentially ��� ��� An algorithm based on
���� using range and domain block matches of �xed
sizes is written and is used for a comparison in this
paper ���� Other algorithms using various block sizes
of domain and range blocks associated with a quadtree
structure can be found in ����
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Method Advantages Disadvantages
Wavelet � high compression ratio � coe�cient

ratio quantization
� state�of�the�art � bit allocation

JPEG � current standard � coe�cient
	DCT
 quantization

� bit allocation
VQ � simple decoder � slow codebook

� no coe�cient generation
quantization � small bpp

Fractal � good mathematical
encoding frame � slow encoding
� resolution�free
decoding

Method Compression ratio Appeared in
Wavelet ���� ���

� �� ���� ����
���� ����

JPEG ���� ���
	DCT
 � �� ���� ����
VQ ���� ����

� �� ���� ���
Fractal ���� ����

� �� ���� ���

Table �� Characteristics of four popular image coding
methods

��� Summary

We have brie�y discussed four popular image coding
algorithms� Major characteristics of these approaches
based on 	a
 Wavelet� 	b
 JPEG�DCT� 	c
 VQ� and 	d

Fractal methods are brie�y summarized in Table �� An
experimental comparison is given in the next section�
A recipe of how to select a compression algorithm for
the problem at hand is given in Section ��

� Experimental Comparison

Image compression algorithms based on EZW �����
JPEG�DCT ����� VQ ���� and Fractal ��� methods were
tested for four ������� real images� Jet� Lenna� Man�
drill� Peppers� and one ������� �ngerprint image� The
original images of Lenna and �ngerprint are shown in
Figure �� The results of performance on a Sun Ul�
tra � Sparc workstation running Solaris OS ����� are
reported in Tables � � � and Figures � � �� The de�
coded images based on the four approaches are shown
in Figures � and �� The associated PSNR values and
encoding�decoding times shown in Tables � � � for the

Algorithm PSNR values �in dB�
Jet Lenna Mandrill Peppers

Wavelet ����� ����� ����� �����
JPEG ����� ����� ����� �����
VQ ����� ����� ����� �����
Fractal ����� ����� ����� �����

CPU time
Encoding Decoding

Wavelet ���� sec ���� sec
JPEG ���� sec ���� sec
VQ ���� sec ���� sec
Fractal ���� hrs ���� sec

Table �� Performance of coding algorithms on various
������� images�

test images indicate that all the four approaches are
satisfactory at ��� bpp request 	CR���
� However�
the EZW ���� ��� has signi�cantly larger PSNR values
and a better visual quality of decoded images compared
with the other approaches�
At a desired compression of ���� bpp 	CR���
 for

the �ngerprint image� the commonly used VQ can
not be tested� and the fractal coding can not be
achieved unless resolution�free decoding property is uti�
lized which is not useful for the current purpose� both
EZW ���� and JPEG ���� approaches perform well� and
the results of EZW have signi�cant larger PSNR values
than that of JPEG�
For an image with highly textured regions such as

Mandrill� the PSNR values of the four methods are
signi�cantly lower than those of images with a large
portion of smooth regions such as Lenna and Peppers�
Image Jet contains a large portion of sharp edges and
textures� so its PSNR values of the four methods are
between those of Mandrill and Peppers�

� Conclusion

We have reviewed and summarized the characteris�
tics of four up�to�date image coding algorithms based
on Wavelet� JPEG�DCT� VQ� and Fractal approaches�
Experimental comparisons on four ������� commonly
used images� Jet� Lenna� Mandrill� Peppers� and one
������� �ngerprint image suggest a recipe described
as follows� Any of the four approaches is satisfactory
when the ��� bits per pixel 	bpp
 is requested� How�
ever� for a very low bit rate� for example ���� bpp or
lower� the embedded zerotree wavelet 	EZW
 approach
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Algorithm 
��
 bpp
PSNR values Encoding Decoding

Wavelet ����� ��� sec ��� sec
JPEG ����� ��� sec ��� sec
VQ ����� ��� sec ��� sec

Fractal ����� ��� hrs ��� sec

Algorithm 
��� bpp
PSNR value Encoding Decoding

Wavelet ����� ��� sec ��� sec
JPEG ����� ��� sec ��� sec
VQ N�A N�A N�A

Fractal N�A N�A N�A

Table �� Performance of coding algorithms on a
������� �ngerprint image�

	a
 	b


Figure �� Original images of 	a
 Lenna and 	b
 �nger�
print�

	a
 	b


	c
 	d


Figure �� Decoded Lennas by 	a
 Wavelet� 	b
 JPEG�
	c
 VQ� and 	d
 Fractal algorithms�

	a
 	b


	c
 	d


Figure �� Decoded �ngerprints by 	a
 Wavelet� 	b

JPEG� 	c
 VQ� 	d
 Fractal algorithms�
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is superior to other approaches� For practical applica�
tions� we conclude that 	�
 Wavelet based compression
algorithms ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� are strongly recommended�
	�
 DCT based approach might use an adaptive quan�
tization table� 	�
 VQ approach is not appropriate for
a low bit rate compression although it is simple� 	�

Fractal approach should utilize its resolution�free de�
coding property for a low bit rate compression� 	�
 Hy�
brid compression algorithms based on some of these
four approaches may be pursued to achieve a higher
compression ratio while preserving a better quality of
up�to�date decoded images�
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